DRAIN COVERS
While we do not make drain covers, SlipNOT® applied to the surface of a metal
drain cover / cap will transform any drain into a safe, productive environment. Many
food and beverage processing plants utilize SlipNOT® on their drain covers to keep
workers safe in wet, greasy, and slippery work environments.

PRODUCT INFORMATION
Drain covers can be constructed from SlipNOT® plate, perforated plate,
expanded metal, or grating. SlipNOT® can also coat customer supplied drain
covers or new assemblies from manufacturers such as Stainless Drains or Zurn.
Available SlipNOT® surfaces: Steel, Stainless Steel, and Aluminum
SlipNOT® finishes: Mill, Painted, or Galvanized Steel
Available in: Grade 1 (Fine), Grade 2 (Medium), or Grade 3 (Coarse - steel surface only)
Installation method: Based on drain manufacturer
Advantages
►  Permanently safe replacement for bare metal or plastic temporary covers

►  Stainless steel drain covers are NSF registered for food processing

MANHOLE COVERS
Traditionally, sewer access covers, or manholes, are heavy iron castings designed
to provide structural integrity for vehicle or pedestrian traffic crossing over it, but not
slip resistance. Adding SlipNOT®’s slip resistant coating to these covers ensures
continued safety for pedestrians, cyclists, motorcyclists, and other vehicular traffic.
SlipNOT® non-slip manhole covers provide a long-term, highly durable surface.
We only coat customer supplied manhole covers.

PRODUCT INFORMATION
Thickness: 1/8”
Customized shapes and sizes can be fabricated to meet job specifications
Available SlipNOT® surfaces: Cast Iron and Steel, among others available to designer specifications
Available in: Grade 2 (Medium) or Grade 3 (Coarse – steel surface only)
SlipNOT® finishes: Mill or Painted
Installation method: Manhole cover manufacturers can provide municipal identification for unique product solution.
Approved and used by utilities such as Pacific Gas & Electric, AT&T, Verizon, City of Palo Alto, City of Denver, City of Portland,
Sacramento Municipal Utility District, among others.
For more technical data regarding manhole covers, please contact East Jordan Iron Works or Neenah Foundry.
Advantages
►  Long-term safety to pedestrians in all weather conditions

►  Designed to provide structural integrity for vehicle or pedestrian traffic

